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Therefore, the fifth elder always treated Baili Yue with the entry requirements of an inner sect disciple. 

Bai Liyue glanced at the fifth elder and said, ” “You can get someone more powerful to fight me.” 

Ha? 

the fifth elder thought that he had misheard,”hehe?” 

“you can get someone more powerful to fight me,” bai liyue repeated. 

“Young Madam, although you are the master of the heavenly return sect, to be honest, your current 

strength is not suitable to fight with the intermediate disciples of the heavenly return sect. You will be 

easily injured. My suggestion is that you can start from the most basic. Laying a solid foundation is the 

most important and fundamental thing for us to practice martial arts.” 

“Although I’ve been on glory planet all these years, I haven’t forgotten to practice hard. That’s why I can 

beat them.” 

Fifth elder shook his head and said,”young Madam, I’ve seen you fight. If you didn’t hold back when you 

were there, you definitely wouldn’t have been able to defeat them.” Did you hold back?” 

“no, i didn’t,” baili yue answered. 

“But when I returned to Emperor moon yesterday, I felt like I absorbed a lot of spiritual Qi. I’m no longer 

the same as I was yesterday.” 

Bai Liyue felt that she was speaking the truth, but her words attracted a kind smile from the fifth elder, 

as well as some disdainful smiles from some inner disciples. 

“Young Madam, you’ve lived on Emperor moon for 13 years after all. You should know that although the 

spiritual energy here is more abundant than there, the possibility of it growing much faster in 10 or 20 

days is very small, let alone one or two days. There’s still a certain gap between your strength and that 

of an initial disciple. Although your talent is good, this gap can’t be raised without a year or so.” 

“Is that so?” Bai Liyue smiled slightly and stood up. then let’s use our strength to speak. 

The few inner disciples who had shown their skills to Bai Liyue were upset by her arrogant way of 

speaking. 

The heavenly return sect was a place where strength spoke for itself. Everyone had not yet adapted to 

the sudden appearance of their master, Bai Liyue. When they heard that she had just entered the outer 

sect and was going to learn in the inner sect, and that she was being taught by the fifth elder, everyone 

couldn’t help but feel jealous. 
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One must know that the fifth elder would not personally teach even the top inner disciples. He only had 

three personal disciples at the moment, one was Chang Feng, one was ru Ying, and one was Chen Xin. 

However, Feng chenxin fell in love with the sleeping young master and gave up her identity as the senior 

Sister of the inner sect. She even abandoned her name and went to moon peak to be an attendant, 

which was Yiyi. 

As for Bai Liyue, she was said to be an S-Class talent. She was 26 years old, but she had not been in 

Emperor moon for 13 years. 

Such a person had actually become the fifth elder’s personal disciple. 

Everyone was originally unconvinced, but now that they saw her being so arrogant, they couldn’t help 

but want to beat her into submission. 

The disciples of the heavenly return sect could only fight in the martial arts arena. 

“Since young Madam wants to use strength to speak, inner sect disciple Qiao Qing is willing to 

accompany her.” 

Baili Yue dragged the pair of clogs and walked to the stage, asking, ” “Can’t I take off these shoes?” 

“I can’t,” The fifth elder and the inner disciples said in unison. 

At this moment, in order to embarrass this young Madam who had just arrived and didn’t know the 

immensity of heaven and earth, everyone had gathered around. 

“Will you let me learn from an intermediate disciple if I defeat her?” Bai Liyue asked the fifth elder. 
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The fifth elder nodded. Qiao Qing is one of the best elementary inner disciples. If you can defeat her, I’ll 

immediately let you learn a mid-grade martial arts technique. 

“Alright,” he said. 

as soon as she finished speaking, bai liyue had already attacked qiao qing. 

Qiao Qing’s originally arrogant expression was immediately replaced by a serious expression the 

moment she saw Bai Liyue’s attack. Her eyes could not hide the surprise in them. 

Not only Qiao Qing, but even the fifth elder instantly sat up straight. 

How could Bai Liyue be so fast? 

Bai Liyue was the first to attack. Qiao Qing took half a step back but immediately went to block. 

However, she found that Baili Yue’s moves were the complete opposite of the heavenly return sect’s 

moves. 
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The move that was supposed to attack her upper body was instead aimed at her lower body. Qiao Qing 

had already made a series of defensive and offensive preparations, but because Bai Liyue didn’t follow 

the routine, she temporarily withdrew her defense and synchronized attacks, and turned to complete 

defense. 

The fifth elder’s eyes narrowed. 

His many years of martial Dao experience allowed him to judge that Qiao Qing had lost from the start. 

What happened next was completely different from what Qiao Qing and the others had expected. Qiao 

Qing had been on the defensive from the start. 

Bai Liyue’s attacks were too sharp, and each of them was aimed at Qiao Qing’s Mingmen. Qiao Qing had 

no choice but to give up on the idea of taking a palm strike and switch from defense to attack. She kept 

on passively defending. 

Bai Liyue’s strength wasn’t small either. Once such a force hit the Mingmen, even if they didn’t die, they 

would be seriously injured. 

In addition, Bai Liyue’s speed was very fast. 

In all the martial arts in the world, only speed was invincible. 

Although Qiao Qing could block all of these moves, it was only limited to blocking because she didn’t 

have the time to move her hands or feet to attack other places. 

Bai Liyue aimed at Qiao Qing’s two acupuncture points and attacked. 

In her shock, Qiao Qing could only give up on one of them and receive Bai Liyue’s first attack. 

After that, she continued to defend against Bai Liyue’s fierce and unconventional attacks. However, she 

made the wrong choice for the second time and suffered a punch at an acupoint on her left shoulder. 

Qiao Qing suddenly let out a scream. 

Bai Liyue also stopped her attack at this time. She stood still and cupped her fists at Qiao Qing. 

“Thanks for letting me win.” 

After Qiao Qing let out a blood-curdling scream, she fell to the ground with a pale face. Fine beads of 

sweat continuously seeped out of her forehead, and it was obvious that she was in extreme pain. 

Everyone was shocked. 

“Qiao Qing, what’s wrong?” 

One of the inner sect female disciples who was on good terms with Qiao Qing quickly pulled open the 

clothes on her shoulder and tried to check on her injuries. However, she could only see a faint red on 

her shoulder. 

“I’m fine, ran ran Qiao Qing. Are you in a lot of pain?” 

Seeing that Qiao Qing’s expression had changed to one of extreme pain, the fifth elder hurriedly walked 

over and prepared to check her pulse. 



she’s fine, ” said Bai Liyue. I just attacked her acupuncture point, so she’s in pain. 

“Acupuncture points?” 

The fifth elder repeated in surprise and asked,”What acupuncture point is this? It can actually cause her 

so much pain?” 

“This was a series of attacks. In addition to the previous attack, she felt pain in her liver. There was no 

luck for the time being. I’ll be done in two minutes.” 

The fifth elder and the rest of the people looked at Bai Liyue in shock. 

They knew about acupuncture points, but it was the first time even the fifth elder had heard that two 

unimportant points could cause the same effect as an attack on acupuncture points. 
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After everyone’s shock, Qiao Qing suddenly stood up as if nothing had happened. 

Looking at Bai Liyue, the arrogance he had just now had completely disappeared. 

“Thank you for showing mercy, young mistress,” Qiao Qing cupped his fists at Bai Liyue. 

If it had been a life-and-death battle just now, her blood would probably have turned cold by now. 

Bai Liyue nodded and didn’t comment on Qiao Qing’s words. 

“Young Madam, how did you do it?” The fifth elder’s face was filled with surprise and curiosity. why did 

you attack her two times, and they weren’t important places, but her acupuncture points were injured? 

” 

“So, glory planet isn’t that trashy, right?” Bai Liyue smiled. 

After all, she had lived on glory planet for 13 years, and she had long fallen in love with that place. After 

she came back, she always heard these people say how trashy glory planet was. Although Bai Liyue 

didn’t fight back, she was still unhappy. 

The fifth elder nodded and said,”so this is the style of the glory planet.” this is beyond my expectations.” 

“Young Madam, then I’ll tell you about the other heart cultivation methods and essentials, and then let 

the intermediate inner disciples show you. After that, you two can have a fight, how about it?” 

“Alright,” he said. Bai Liyue nodded. 

The fifth elder found another group of people to demonstrate. originally, he had told bai liyue to let the 

intermediate inner disciples come up to demonstrate, but the fifth elder had only called for the weaker 

advanced disciples. 

The disciples all looked at each other in silence. 

After all, all the disciples of the heavenly return sect knew that the fifth elder didn’t play by the rules. 

But the person they were going to face later was the young Madam! 
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Was the fifth elder going to set up his own young Madam as well? 

It was still very difficult for Bai Liyue to skip the mid-grade mental cultivation methods and learn the 

high-grade low-grade mental cultivation methods and martial arts paths. however, more than ten years 

of being an international mercenary had made her used to integrating martial arts with her own moves. 

Therefore, even if the moves and mental cultivation methods of the heavenly return sect were already 

very high-end, Baili Yue had no intention of inheriting them completely. Instead, in the process of 

reading, she combined these martial arts moves and moves with her own and found the flaws in these 

moves at the same time. 

After the two high-level disciples finished their fight, the fifth elder was about to ask the two disciples 

behind him to continue their demonstration, but he was stopped by Bai Liyue, who asked the two 

disciples from before to fight again. 

The fifth elder’s original intention was to teach Bai Liyue, so he let her come to the martial arts field. 

After hearing Bai Liyue’s words, the fifth elder’s attitude was very good as he said, ” “No problem. Let’s 

not even talk about performing it again, they can even perform it 100 times.” 

Bai Liyue smiled confidently. there’s no need to do it 100 times. Three times. 

three times. as long as the other party’s speed did not exceed her by too much, three times was enough 

for her to integrate all the knowledge. 

Of course, Baili Yue admitted that this intermediate level cultivation method was more than ten times 

more powerful than the primary level, whether it was the moves or the mental cultivation method that 

needed to be used. However, the Kasaya cultivation method really attracted her. 

bai liyue watched it carefully. 

This set of moves and cultivation technique was much stronger and faster than the ones she currently 

had. 

Therefore, when they fought later, Bai Liyue felt that with her current speed, she would definitely lose. 

However, it was really Qianqian’s turn to fight with her opponent, and Bai Liyue was eager to give it a 

try. 

After all, it was a cultivation method that the high-level inner disciples had been practicing for a long 

time. Therefore, when Bai Liyue stood on the fighting ring, everyone looked at her with respect. 
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After all, as far as they knew, their young mistress was only 26 years old, and the youngest among the 

high-level inner disciples was 30 years old. 

It was enough to show how terrifying their young Madam’s talent was. After all, she had spent 13 years 

on glory planet. 
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This time, it was still Bai Liyue who made the first move. However, the opponent had changed from a 

junior disciple to a senior disciple. Therefore, while the opponent easily took Bai Liyue’s attack, he also 

launched his own attack at Bai Liyue. 

Although these attacks were fierce and fast, Bai Liyue had already found the opponent’s flaws while 

watching. 

Therefore, she resisted half of her opponent’s power and let herself bear the other half of the power. At 

the same time, she also threw a punch at the hole in her opponent’s body. 

The two of them separated almost as soon as they attacked. To everyone’s shock, the high-rank disciple 

also took a step back because of her attack. 

Although Bai Liyue was forced to take three steps back, the fact that he was able to hurt an enemy who 

was countless times stronger than him in one move, not to mention the disciples of the heavenly return 

sect, even the fifth elder’s pupils shrank and he stood up excitedly. 

The other disciples might not understand why Bai Liyue was so powerful, but the fifth elder could see 

that no matter what kind of move it was, Bai Liyue was very talented and could break it down. As long as 

she could catch up with her speed, she could damage her opponent by splitting them up. 

On Emperor moon, how could a genius decide this? 

When Bai Liyue was born, her father lied about her qualification being S-Class in order to protect her. 

but in fact, when bai liyue’s aptitude was tested, not only did she reach grade 3S, but she also directly 

shattered the detector. 

Later, they brought a new detector and secretly tested it for Bai Liyue. The result was the same. Bai 

Liyue shattered the detector again. 

Apart from the young master, the fifth elder had never seen such an abnormal monster. That was why 

the heavenly return sect didn’t stop the Baili family from sending Baili Yue to glory planet. 

After all, this was the wife that young master had found for himself. It was also young master’s own 

request not to interfere in his wife’s Affairs before the age of 26. 

He had thought that even a genius would become unknown after 13 years of silence. But he was wrong. 

The reason why geniuses were called geniuses was because no matter where she lived, she would 

always become the most outstanding person. 

From this move alone, the fifth elder could tell that what Bai Liyue needed to train was speed. 

her speed was related to her strength. as long as her overall strength increased, her speed would 

naturally increase as well. 

Bai Liyue continued to compete with the high-level disciples of the inner sect. Even though she was 

obviously weaker than them, she could still find their weaknesses. 

however, the inner sect disciples were not weak either. after a few more exchanges, he had also 

discovered bai liyue’s weakness. 



That was, Bai Liyue’s moves were fast and accurate. As long as it was not an opportunistic move, most of 

her moves were aimed at the Mingmen, which was a big gamble. To put it bluntly, there were many 

moves that were suicidal. 

As a result, after a dozen moves, Bai Liyue’s injuries were much more serious than those of the inner 

sect disciples. 

“Young Madam, are you alright? do you need to rest? This is just a practice.” 

The male disciple’s eyes were filled with worry as he looked at Bai Liyue, who was gasping for breath 

after being beaten by him. After all, only he himself knew that Bai Liyue’s strength did not allow him to 

go easy on her. 
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If he threw the game, he would lose. Therefore, the fists that hit Bai Liyue’s body were all real. 

Bai Liyue got up from the ground, the battle in her eyes intense. 

“Again!” 

After saying that, he attacked the male disciple. 

Bai Liyue looked weak, but she was quite resistant to attacks. 

The male disciples were already panting from exhaustion, but Bai Liyue could still get up and say- 

“Again,” 

Under the dumbfounded gazes of the fifth elder and the other disciples, Bai Liyue and the high-level 

inner disciple had fought for nearly 100 rounds. 

Bai Liyue was almost always the one being beaten, but the other party could never hit her most fatal 

spot. 

After 100 moves, Bai Liyue finally fell to the ground. She was injured and tired. 

The male disciple was finally free. He cupped his fists and said to Bai Liyue, ” “Young Madam, I’m 

grateful for Qianqian” 

Before he could finish his words, the male disciple held his stomach and bent down. 

young Madam, it hurts so much. How long will it take? ” 

At this moment, Bai Liyue was no different from a salted fish lying on the ground. She stretched out her 

trembling fingers and made a ” 2 “. 

“Two minutes?” The male disciple’s forehead was covered in sweat. When he saw that it had been two 

minutes, he heaved a sigh of relief. 

“Two days, two days!” Bai Liyue said in a low voice. 
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“Bang!” 

The male disciple couldn’t take it and fell to the ground. 

fifth elder, hurry up and send me to the emergency room. I want painkiller shots! 

The fifth elder laughed and said happily, ” “Hurry, send him to the infirmary! I’ll give you both!” 

Bai Liyue was carried back. 

When she woke up again, it was already late at night. When she opened her eyes, she saw Yiyi looking at 

her with a faint gaze, which scared Baili Yue. 

“What are you doing here?” 

Baili Yue got up from the bed and looked around. 

This bed was the only one in Moon House, and Feng Longyue was still lying on the bed. Yiyi sat quietly 

beside her, looking at her with an unknown gaze. It was a strange feeling. 

Yi Yi saw that Bai Liyue had woken up and asked, ” “Does young Madam feel uncomfortable anywhere?” 

Baili Yue pulled the blanket up a little to cover her body, her face alert. 

“No, I didn’t,” 

“Do you need some water?” 

Bai Liyue shook her head. Although she was thirsty, she had her own hands.”I’m not thirsty.” 

“Does young Madam need my help to move?” yiyi continued to ask. 

“There’s no need for that.” 

“Does young Madam need to eat something?” 

“I need it.” She needed it so much that she felt like she was about to starve to death. 

“This is the bedroom. Young Madam, if you want to eat, you can go to the dining room. Dinner is ready. 

They’ll send it over as soon as I tell them to.” 

“Alright,” he said. 

“Do you need me to help you down, young Madam?” 

“No need. Just get them to send the food over, I’ll call you when I’m done.” 

“alright,” he said. “If there’s nothing else, young Madam, I’ll go make the arrangements.” Yiyi stood up. 

“Yes.” 

young Madam has medicine on her body. It’s better for her to wear loose-fitting clothes when she gets 

out of bed later. 

Bai Liyue nodded. 



After Yiyi left, Baili Yue, who was already famished, quickly went to the changing room to change into a 

silk nightgown, and then quickly went downstairs to eat. 

The food on Emperor moon was really not that good. 

It was unpalatable. 

Because the people here did not care about comfort, but how to maximize the increase of spiritual 

energy. 
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Bai Liyue only ate a little, and her stomach wasn’t so hungry anymore, so she stopped. 

After that, she went outside and asked the people from Moon House to bring her the ingredients and 

ingredients she needed. She started to barbecue outside Moon House. 

She hadn’t had a good meal these two days, so she felt that she needed to reward her stomach. 

There were servants helping to set up the barbecue grill, help clean the chicken, and help her prepare 

the ingredients. 

Baili Yue learned from her second uncle and asked the servants to prepare the chicken she wanted to 

eat, then she cooked it herself. 

However, by the time she was done cooking, the four elders of the heavenly return sect and Mingyue 

Qingfeng had already arrived at the moon peak. 

“Eh? what happened?” 

Bai Liyue looked at the four elders in surprise, because when she was sent up, the fifth elder had said 

that he would try to reduce the time he would come to moon peak, and the other elders would not 

come. After all, this mountain was equivalent to their young master’s private house. 

“Young Madam, are you preparing for a barbeque?” Ming Yue’s eyes were green, and when Bai Liyue 

saw him like that, she almost drooled. 

Then, he looked at the elders whose gazes were not much better than Ming Yue’s, and his face instantly 

sank. 

“I didn’t prepare any food for you.” 

Don’t even think about it! 

She, Bai Liyue, was a person who had been given food to eat back on glory planet. What delicious food 

had she not eaten? But which one of them was made by her personally? 

Now, she had no choice but to do it herself. She didn’t want to cook for anyone else at all. 
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“It’s okay, we’ll watch you eat!” “Look at how much food you’ve prepared. If you can’t finish it, we can 

help you,” the fifth elder said with a smile. 

Baili Yue: 

After all, the elders of the heavenly return sect had been quite good to her recently. Not to mention 

other things, just the martial arts moves of the heavenly return sect were not something that ordinary 

disciples could learn. 

So in the end, Bai Liyue still let the elders call a lot of chefs up, and then she taught the method to the 

chefs, and she was responsible for supervising. 

The heavenly return sect was rich and powerful, so they didn’t lack anything. Therefore, under the 

guidance of Baili Yue, those chefs quickly mastered the methods of roasting and making beggar’s 

chicken. 

In order to let herself have a good meal tomorrow, after all, she had overexerted herself, so Bai Liyue 

even asked the chef to make her chicken soup tomorrow. 

However, the chicken soup required the amount of soup and the ingredients to be added. He even 

specially instructed the chef to mash the pumpkin and add it into the soup. 

The elders all felt that Bai Liyue’s method of making soup was very strange. However, when everyone 

drank the so-called soup made of meat, fish, and other kinds of soup the next day, from then on, Bai 

Liyue’s prestige in the heavenly return sect rose rapidly. 

After all, even the fifth elder had never eaten such exquisite and delicious food. 

Later, Bai Liyue asked around and found out that after the fifth elder and the others arrived on glory 

planet, they ordered takeaway almost every day. 

He really couldn’t compare to Baili Yue, who had learned some real skills from his second uncle and 

second uncle. 

because of her injuries, the fifth elder didn’t let bai liyue work too hard, so for the next two days, bai 

liyue stayed in the moon house. Looking at the TV with poor signal, Baili Yue had to play with the mobile 

phone she had brought from there. 

There was no internet here, so the information here was probably at the level of Kamino in the 1960s 

and 1970s. 

Bai Liyue was also glad that she had downloaded thousands of single-player games before coming here. 

Otherwise, after living on planet glory for so long, she would be bored to death when she came back 

here. 
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After playing the game for a while, Baili Yue felt bored, so she tried to search for satellites on her mobile 

phone. 
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although there were no satellites on emperor moon, there was a channel between glory planet and 

emperor moon. maybe he could receive satellite signals through this channel? 

This way, he could still contact Nuan Nuan and the others. 

Hence, Bai Liyue did as she said. 

an hour later, bai liyue was shocked to find that although she couldn’t find the satellite signal of planet 

glory, she found a very weak and encrypted signal from the sky. The coverage of the signal was not very 

wide. It did not cover the entire Emperor moon planet, but the dense fog covered the entire heaven city 

and some other cities. 

It even covered the sky of Emperor moon. 

Because the signal was the same as the network signal of a mobile phone, she could find the other 

party’s signal through the mobile phone’s standard. 

Obviously, because of the connection between the two planets, not only did people from Emperor 

moon go to glory planet, but there were also very powerful hackers from glory planet who came to 

Emperor moon. 

However, it was obvious that this hacker had arrived on Emperor moon a long time ago, so his hacking 

skills were not as good as those on glory planet. 

However, it was already very good that the other party could invent something similar to a satellite 

launch with a wide coverage and also allow Emperor moon to have a signal. 

Baili Yue was excitedly hacking into the other party’s information through her mobile phone, only to find 

that she was being followed. 

Even though the internet here wasn’t working, the speed at which the other party tracked down the 

hacker was astonishing. 

Bai Liyue was so scared that she quickly pushed it out and cleared the mark to avoid being found by the 

other party. 

After all, glory planet’s hacking skills were much more powerful than Emperor moon’s, which was why 

Bai Liyue could escape successfully. 

As she exhaled, Bai Liyue was also excited. 

in the future, if she wanted to find out anything, she could use the other party’s network. 

Nothing was more exciting than discovering this. 

If the phone couldn’t support her intrusion, she would use a more powerful computer. 

Bai Liyue casually took out a large-capacity notebook from her spatial ring and hacked into it again. 

This time, according to the previous model, she quickly found the other party’s network and hacked in. 

the satellite-like thing that this person had launched into the air should be used to monitor the entire 

sky capital. 



This was because the image in the divine capital was the clearest, while the image in the divine city was 

not so clear. 

Bai Liyue hadn’t returned for a long time. She felt that it was good to understand the relationship 

between the major cities and forces on Emperor moon, so she had been surfing on it. 

“Brother Hao, what’s wrong? did he come in again?” 

Hiroshi Akazawa sat in front of his computer and looked at the flashing red dot on the screen. He 

nodded, ” “Yes.” 

“Then did he invade our Lin family?” 

Lin Siqian placed a bowl of stinky medicine on the table, not a single trace of worry on her face. 

“No, I didn’t. He didn’t do anything other than using our family’s network resources.” 

Lin Siqian pouted. you’ve put in so much effort to build the internet. She’s great. She’s sharing our 

resources without even paying a single cent. 

Chi zeyao smiled and pulled his wife to sit on his lap, saying, ” “On glory planet, all Internet resources 

like this are shared. As long as he doesn’t attack our Lin family’s defense network, let him be. This 

person should also be from glory planet, and he’s probably a hacker who’s even better than me. ” 
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it’s been 17 years, ” Chi zexiao couldn’t help but sigh. the development of glory planet must be different 

from the past. Even with my hacking skills, I can’t track him down.” 

Lin Siqian hugged her husband and said, ” “That’s because you’ve been shut out in Emperor moon all 

these years. If you can go back to glory planet and learn more about the hacking skills of the past 17 

years, I believe that you will be better than him in less than a day.” 

Chi zexiao couldn’t help but laugh at his wife’s fawning attitude. However, it stimulated his wound and 

he couldn’t help but cough. 

Lin Siqian, on the other hand, was frowning as she tried to calm him down. 

In the end, Hiroshi chizawa felt that his empty left hand was now wet. After her coughing got better, she 

quickly put her left hand under the chair and smiled at Lin Siqian. “I’m fine now.” 

“En, it’s good that you’re fine.” Lin Siqian smiled and nodded, then stood up and handed him the 

steaming medicine on the table. “Quickly drink the medicine.” 

“Alright,” he said. Hiroshi chizawa nodded, took the medicine with his right hand, and obediently drank 

it. 

while hiroshi chizawa was drinking his medicine, lin siqian sighed slightly. ” “I don’t know how long it’ll 

be before I can see my little yang yang. I don’t know how tall he is now, and if he looks like me or you.” 
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At this moment, Hiroshi chizawa had already drunk the bowl of extremely stinky medicine without even 

frowning. He put the bowl on the table and patted his wife’s back with the hand with the broken wrist, 

saying,”If we’re teleported there one day, it must be because something happened to little yang. Now 

that we haven’t been teleported over, it means that he’s safe and sound over there, right?” 

lin siqian’s eyes softened and she nodded. ” “En, as long as little yang yang can be safe and sound, even 

if I don’t get to see him in this life, I have no regrets.” 

Hiroshi chizawa could not bear to see his wife’s face and took her hand, ” “You’ll see, you’ll definitely 

see! The people here live longer than the other side, so they’ll definitely be able to see our son.” 

Lin Siqian held onto Hiroshi chizawa’s hand and said, ” “Yes, let’s meet our son together.” 

Hiroshi chizawa’s heart ached, and he nodded, ” “Yes, let’s meet together.” 

He then added,”little yang looks like you 50% and me 50%.” He has inherited all the good qualities of 

both of us, he’s very good looking!” 

“But according to your description of little Yang’s character, I’m afraid that no girl will like him in the 

future!” Lin Siqian said worriedly. 

“You, you really worry about everything. Don’t worry, our son is so outstanding, there will definitely be 

many girls who like him.” 

Lin Siqian pouted,”isn’t that obvious?” that’s our son! His genes were so good! But I’m afraid that with 

his personality, he won’t like girls! Hubby, Yingluo, since you guys love danmei so much, do you think 

our son will bring me a boyfriend one day?” 

Looking at his worried wife, Hiroshi chizawa didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

“Qian Qian, you’re too worried. if one day he tells you that the person he likes is a man and that he can 

only feel happy when he is with that person, will you agree?” 

Lin Siqian pouted,”what else can I do?” My son’s happiness is the most important.” 

“Then that’s it!” 

“Eh, but Yueyue, what should they do if they want a child?” 
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Hiroshi chizawa’s forehead could not help but show three black lines, but he still said with a good 

temper, ” “We have a lot of such people over there. They can directly find someone to replace them in 

giving birth. Don’t worry,” 

“That’s good then! Otherwise, our Chi family will be extinct.” 

“Don’t worry, I won’t.” 

Finally, after much effort, Hiroshi chizawa finally smoothened his wife’s hair. 
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Lin Siqian picked up the bowl and said to Hiroshi chizawa, ” “I’ll watch for another 15 minutes and then 

I’ll be resting!” 

“Alright, I know. don’t worry,” 

it was only after lin siqian left that hiroshi chizawa stood up and went to the bathroom in the study to 

wipe the blood off his hands. 

In the explosion 17 years ago, if Lin Siqian had not suddenly appeared to save him, he would have been 

a dead man. 

To Hiroshi chizawa, the extra 17 years he had lived were all picked up from the streets. However, to the 

Lin family, they had put in all their effort to get him this. 

but even so, unless he could obtain the legendary wheel that could change fate, his lifespan might only 

be one or two years. 

Even if the Lin family had used up all their treasures and exchanged them for precious herbs that other 

sects would not even dare to dream of, they could only extend his life until next year. 

Everyone in the Lin family knew about this. Although no one told him, he knew about it. 

The Lin family had been burdened by his health for the past few years. They were originally a top-tier 

cultivation sect, but because Lin Siqian did not marry her fiancé, they were suppressed by several other 

sects. 

However, no matter how the Lin family was laughed at by the other families, his in-laws and his wife, Lin 

Siqian, had never put this kind of pressure on him. 

He was just a rice weeper every day. For the past 16 years, he had still been focused on cultivation. In 

this year, his body could no longer bear the higher level of cultivation, so he could only stop. 

He had never been afraid of death. 

Previously, he was afraid that if he died, his father and Chi Yang would have no one to rely on. now, he 

was afraid that if he died, his carefree wife would not be able to live. 

Therefore, when the remains opened three months later, he had to find a way to get some life-

extending items inside. 

Not to mention other things, even if it was extended for another year, he believed that a miracle would 

happen. 

All these years, hadn’t he survived one miracle after another? 

******* 

Three days after returning to Emperor moon, Bai Liyue returned. 

The fifth elder was already waiting for her at the entrance of the moon abode early in the morning. 



Baili Yue was originally the young Madam of the heavenly return sect. In addition, in the past three days, 

Baili Yue had taught the kitchen Master many ways to cook food, which made almost everyone in the 

heavenly return sect bask in glory, so everyone now liked their young Madam very much. 

The young mistress was about to return to the sect, so the elders of the heavenly return sect naturally 

had to prepare the best clothes for her. 

“Young Madam, this is for you.” 

Bai Liyue glanced at the ring that the second elder handed to her and asked, ” “What’s inside?” 

“there are 1000 purple spirit stones and 10000 blue spirit stones inside.” 

The second elder’s words made Baili Yue gasp. 

Emperor moon had more Jade than glory planet. And it was a lot more. But what did it mean to have 

more than 10000 pieces of jade? 

the jade that she transported back to the baili family was only 1000 pieces at most every year. 

Moreover, there were very few green and purple ones. 

after all, she was not in the baili family at that time. if the baili family could still behave themselves, even 

if she did not bring the purple spirit stones back, they would still treat baili xi better on account of the 

fact that she had brought so many spirit stones back. 
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However, if they were not willing to be nice to Baili Xi, they would not be nice to her even if she sent all 

the violet Jade back. 

At this moment, when he suddenly saw 1000 purple spirit stones and 10000 blue stones, Bai Liyue felt 

that this was like throwing meat buns at a dog. 

At least when a meat bun hits a dog, the dog will still wag its tail. And those ingrates from the Baili 

family would definitely not wag their tails at her. 

“Second elder, you don’t need these. Take them back. I’m just going back to the Baili family for a while.” 

She didn’t want those people to say that she didn’t recognize her family anymore after becoming the 

young mistress of the heavenly return sect. 

For now, she would still acknowledge her as her biological mother. However, there was no need for the 

items. 

they were not worthy! 

The second elder chuckled and said,”young Madam, please accept this. If you’re willing to give it to 

them, then you can.” If you don’t want to give it to me, you can keep it for yourself. Sometimes, I’ll need 

to run some errands for you.” 
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Seeing that the second elder had no intention of taking it back, Bai Liyue accepted it and nodded. “then 

i’ll keep it for myself.” 

“Yingluo, hehe, Alright, alright.” 

He had never seen a new daughter-in-law who took it so natural to take a gift from her parents when 

she returned home. 

“It’s not suitable for us to follow young mistress. I’ll let Mingyue, Qingfeng, Chi Mei, wangliang, Yiyi, and 

Qinglan follow you. Their martial arts skills were decent, and they should have no problem dealing with 

the Baili family. young madam, you have to remember that no matter what your situation was in the 

baili family, you are now the young lady of the heavenly return sect. no matter what happens, the 

heavenly return sect will take care of it for you.” 

After hearing the second elder’s words and looking at the four domineering elders, Bai Liyue felt a faint 

touch in her heart. 

No matter what their motive was for marrying her, at least for now, these people were really good to 

her. 

They had agreed on six people, but when they reached the foot of the mountain, there were more than 

a hundred people. 

She could have driven down the mountain, but the heavenly return sect had prepared sixteen 

palanquins to carry her back. 

Yi Yi was the manager of the group of servants. Feng Qinglan was at the front, while Qingfeng and the 

other three were by Baili Yue’s side. 

Just like that, Bai Liyue used the heavenly return sect’s best resources to ‘return’ in glory. 

Baili Yue had given old master Baili Ren a hard time that day, and the elders of the heavenly return sect 

and Feng Qinglan had not given the Baili family any face at all. 

Therefore, when Baili Yue returned this time, the Baili family had already received the news, but no one 

came out to welcome her. 

Not to mention Baili Ren, even the Baili family’s grandsons, other than Baili Xi, no one came out to 

welcome them. 

“Is my sister back?” Baili Xi looked at Feng Qinglan anxiously, then at the curtains on the 16 palanquins 

behind her, and asked cautiously. 

“Miss Baili, you don’t think that the heavenly return sect is here to send betrothal gifts to your family, do 

you?” 

Feng Qinglan’s words were impolite, and Baili Xi’s face turned pale in an instant, tears welling up in his 

eyes. 

“Who are you? You’re just a dog slave of the heavenly return sect. How dare you be so rude to your 

young Madam’s sister? Hurry up and apologize!” 



A girl beside Baili Xi saw that the woman was walking in front like a teacher and thought that she was 

just an ordinary servant or bodyguard of the heavenly return sect. Seeing that she was good-looking, she 

could not help but scold her back. 

After all, in the past, Baili Yue’s status in the Baili family was not even worthy of carrying her shoes. 


